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Paper Money

For many years thare has been a real need for the dark
clouds of ignorance, indifference and outright dislike
surrounding obsolete currency to be dispelled. The writer,
who has collected and studied this material for many years,
is not naive enough to believe that this article alone will
accomplish this result, but he hopes that it will prove to be,
at least, a step in the right direction. His only aim is to "tell
it like it is," and if, as a result of reading it, a few new
collectors are induced to enter the field and begin to collect
these interesting notes, he will feel that his work has not
been in vain.

The material covered in this article covers uncurrent
bank notes, private issues of all kinds, municipal issues,
warrants, checks, drafts, transportation issues, certificates
of deposit, college bank scrip, depression scrip, commission
scrip—in fact, any piece of paper, cardboard, leather, wood,
or man-made fabric which may have been used in trade, as a
medium of exchange, or redeemed in merchandise or
services. The highly significant and valuable issues of the
Revolutionary period are not covered, due to their wide
acceptance by the numismatic fraternity, and the esteem in

which they are held by historians. Neither is any material
included which was officially issued by the United States
Government nor the Confederate States of America.

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE
Following the close of the Revolutionary period and

continuing in an uninterrupted stream until about the
1870s, obsolete paper money of many sorts was issued and
circulated in the United States for a variety of reasons.
Much of this money was quite good, and was, no doubt,
redeemed in full by its issuers. Some of it, however, was
fraudulently issued and sent for circulation to remote areas,
from where it might never return and be presented for
redemption. Practically every historically important event
in our history can be associated with these notes, from the
War of 1812 to the Great Depression of the 1930s. An
Almost complete history of the Civil War can be illustrated
by the notes of the South, even to the alignment of certain
of the Indian Nations of present-day Oklahoma with the
Confederacy. Portraits and scenes of historical interst
abound, and manuscript signatures of well-known patriots
and statesmen can be found on these notes.

In Defense of
Obsolete Currency

by Maurice Burgett
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THE ROMANCE OF OBSOLETE CURRENCY
How would you like to own a note which may have been

a part of the loot obtained by Quantrill's band of guerrillas
during their raid on Lawrence, Kansas? Or a note issued by
one of the famous mining concerns which operated the gold
and silver mines in the early West? Perhaps you would
prefer a bill issued by the Bank of North America—our first
bank, which was chartered by the Continental Congress in
1781. You might fancy a piece of currency which
originated in the Indian Territory, and was actually signed
by a ruling chief of the Cherokee, Choctaw, or Seminole

tribes. Maybe you would like a note on the famous Bank of
the United States, which issued denominations up to
$10,000. A more nebulous association, but a possibility, is
the thought that an early president, or other famous
individual, may have carried your note in his wallet for a
time. Many, many more such associations might come to
mind; the list is endless.

THE BEAUTY AND CHARM
Whether engraved, lithographed, type-set or hand-

written, the obsolete currency possesses a unique
fascination for the aficianado which can be surpassed by no
other numismatic materials. The majority of the earlier
issues, produced by major engraving concerns which
employed only the most competent artists, are superb in
detail. Vignettes on a goodly number of the notes feature
famous personages, battles, ships, trains, Indians, birds,

agricultural scenes, hunting, fishing; and, in fact, all aspects
of 19th Century life. Some of the major producers of
engraved bank notes were Wright, Hatch, and Edson;
Casilear, Durrand, Burton and Edmonds; Wellstood, Hay
and Whiting; and Draper, Underwood, Bald and Spencer,
as well as a host of others.

Lithography was utilized very successfully to produce
notes at a somewhat later period, at which time color was
also utilized, in a very advantageous manner. Previous
issues had been mostly uniface, but ornately prepared back
designs came into existence at about the middle of the
century and added further beauty to the notes.

As can be imagined, the designs produced by type-
setting are quite plain and simple, but many of these
possess a certain archaic "flavor" and quaint appeal. They
are normally printed in black, but occasionally examples in
color may be encountered. Many of the notes of the
territorial period of the Western frontier were type-set,
doubtless by the early newspaper printers.

Hand-written notes are seldom encountered; they were
usually utilized as a result of some emergency or crisis
which permitted no time to procure notes manufactured by
any other process. The handwritten notes are usually
strictly utilitarian in design and format, with little or no
attempt at embellishment.

RARITY OF OBSOLETE CURRENCY
In this engrossing and fascinating field, extreme rarities

abound. Many of the notes are classed as Rarity 7 (1-5
known) and sometimes the bargain hunter can find these at
a reasonable price, provided he possesses the experience and
knowledge necessary to enable him to recognize rarity
when he encounters it. Despite current research, many of
these "sleepers" are doubtless lurking in some dusty album,
trunk, or between the pages of a book; undiscovered and
unappreciated. Many of the rarities which are known and
listed can even be considered unique, although this
distinction is a precarious one. At any time, another, or
indeed several other, identical pieces may turn up.
Although large hoards of notes are not often discovered,
the eager hunter will be well advised to leave no stone
unturned in his search, as notes appear occasionally in the
most unlikely places.

The reasons for the rarity of so many of the notes are
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legion; a few of the major ones are: The small number
issued, their age and the fragile material utilized for their
manufacture. During the War Between the States, certain
Southern notes were even printed on tissue paper. Notes of
R-7 status are much rarer than amny coins, stamps, or other
more popular "collectibles" which sell for thousands of
dollars. Any of the R-7 notes is at least as rare as the
famous 1913 Liberty head nickel, and almost all of them
were made for actual use in the market-place, a
characteristic not possessed by the nickel, the origin of
which is somewhat dubious, to say the least.

METHODS OF COLLECTING
The numismatist who decides to commence a collection

of obsolete U.S. currency can enter any number of fertile
(and fascinating) fields. He can "go for broke" and embrace
all the issues, of all types, from all states and territories,
from the close of the Revolutionary Period to the present
day—a monumental task but a very pleasant, instructive,
and rewarding one. Or, he can specialize in many different
ways, such as collecting the notes of only one state; a
certain group of states; territorial issues, or notes issued and
used during a specific period, such as the Civil War. Perhaps
he would rather restrict his acquisitions to only the bank
notes, municipal issues, or private scrip.

Another enjoyable pursuit is the formation of a topical
collection, an unlimited field which might include only

obsolete bank notes, which may be selected to form a
topical collection.

"BROKEN-BANK" OFTEN A MISNOMER
A great dis-service, and a real stumbling-block, to the

serious study, collecting, and appreciation of the richly
rewarding field of obsolete curency is the term "broken-
bank notes" which, all too often, is considered applicable
to all uncurrent notes. On most occasions, the collector is
forced to use this term when inquiring whether a dealer has
for sale obsolete notes of any sort, as most dealers just do
not know the difference.

Some dealers also seem to possess an inherent antipathy
for the subject, perhaps a carry-over from earlier days,
when the commoner obsolete notes could be purchased in
stacks for a dime or so each. In recent years, when this
question is asked of the "Johnny-come-lately" type of
dealer, it has usually elicited a pitying and condescending
"Oh, we don't carry anything like that!" In one brief
sentence, the speaker has thus exhibited not only his own
ignorance, but has also managed to convey to others who
may be within earshot, the utterly false and misleading
impression that the material being discussed is junk. To
such individuals, it may come as quite a surprise to learn
that certain important rarities in this field have recently
been sold for sums in the four-figure bracket. If obsolete
paper ever attains even a fraction of the popularity

notes bearing vignettes of ships, trains, presidents,
statesmen, animals, birds, machinery, or Indians. To
another collector, the many odd denominations issued
might appeal, such as .01, .02, .03, .04, .06 1/4, .12'/2, .18 3/4,
and so on, ad infinitum. A well-known numismatist has
gathered a collection of notes portraying coins. Beautiful
specialized collections containing only the notes issued by
specific bank note companies have been formed. Green
and Roman gods and goddesses abound, making possible
a fine collection of mythological scenes and figures.
Famous works of art by painters such as Gilbert Stuart,
Sir Edwin Landseer, and Rosa Bonheur are found on

possessed by coins, the rarer notes will command
astronomical figures.

A RIDICULOUS COGNOMEN
A "black-eye" inflicted years ago upon the devotees

of paper money (especially obsolete notes) is the derisive
appellation of "rag-picker." This nickname, no doubt
applied originally as a good-natured jest, has clung to us
through the years. The dedicated enthusiast in the field of
obsoletes, therefore, has been forced to develop the hide of
a pachyderm, in order to continue in his chosen avocation.
In recent months two new names have been devised, which
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are supposed to designate the entire field of paper money
study and collecting, but they have not received any wide
acceptance. I believe that the ponderous (and pompous)
names of "syngraphics" and "notaphily" will be as
unwelcome to most collectors of obsolete currency as is the
jeering appellation of "rag-picker" and a great deal harder
to pronounce. Why not just call us "numismatists" and let
it go at that?

TRAITORS IN THE RANKS
Another sad fact is that, among the devotees of obsolete

currency themselves, there exists a group which is unwilling
to assist in raising our collecting speciality out of the abyss
in which it lies. I refer to those collectors who short-
sightedly "talk down" the notes in order to purchase them
for low prices. While we all like bargains, I am sure that it
behooves all enthusiats in the field of uncurrent notes to
endeavor to attract potential buyers into all different areas
of the field, and higher prices will be realized by all
collectors, if and when they decide to dispose of their
treasures. It would be sad, indeed, to see a note of great
rarity sold for "peanuts" at an auction or, perhaps, receive
no bids at all, just because none of the potential bidders
appreciated it. The writer has seen this identical event
occur, having purchased notes rated R-7 for amounts far
below their true value, simply because he was the only
bidder. It must also be mentioned in relation to this
situation that, due to the lack of expertise possessed by
many of those who are responsible for preparing auction
catalogs, some very weird and confusing descriptions can,
and do, creep into the lists. Therefore, unless the
prospective bidder has an opportunity to examine a note
before submitting his bid, he may not be at all certain just
what he is obligating himself to buy. Some years ago, a
prominent Eastern dealer offered for sale, at a fixed price,
a pair of extremely rare, and perhaps unique, essays for
municipal scrip notes of a Western city. While the notes did
possess some unusual features, the dealer had described
them so poorly that many prospective buyers ignored the
listing, not sure what the material really was. Only by
providing a full and accurate description for each note
which he lists can a cataloger hope to realize a fair return
for his labors.

LOW EXHIBIT STATUS
The original chairman of the Wismer Revision

Committee, Fred R. Marckhoff, once wrote: "When
obsoletes and legal tender notes are exhibited in the same
category, you will find the greenbacks always winning out
over the obsoletes." Marckhoff thus described accurately a
situation which has, apparently, existed since the beginning
of display competition. Following the presentation of
exhibit awards at any major convention, one can hear
similar comments, some of which are usually much more
emphatic and may even border on the profane. Marckhoff
further theorized that exhibit judges evidently grade, or
rate, the exhibited material first, and then evaluate the
other features of the displays. If, indeed, an unwritten scale
or sequency of importance is applied to different types of
paper money, obsolete currency must occupy the lowest
portion of the totem pole.

Most judges are coin collectors only, and do not seem to
have any knowledge or appreciation of obsolete paper—
worse still, some of them may have a definite dislike or
even contempt for it. Seemingly, they do not realize the
amount of time and effort (not to mention money) which
is required to assemble even a modest display. Most
convention viewers, upon recognizing a display of obsolete
notes, hurriedly pass by it with only a glance. While point
systems for judging displays are supposedly used at all
major shows, and were designed to give equality to exhibits
of different types, most judges follow their own desires and

whims when grading. A judge, who shall be nameless, was
once even heard to state: "I grade all paper money low."
This unfortunate discrimination, coupled with a lack of
knowledgeable judges, has resulted in the loss of deserved
awards to many beautiful exhibits of obsolete notes. As a
result, many owners of rare and desirable uncurrent notes
will no longer exhibit them, feeling that they cannot win a
top award. At a regional convention held last spring, a
judge, who was examining a display of obsolete notes
designated as "great rarities" was heard to say peevishly to
the exhibit chairman: "I don't know anything about the
rarity of these notes." It will be immediately evident that
the proper course of conduct would have been for the
exhibit chairman to call in, for consultation, one of at least
three experts who were available in the adjacent bourse
room, who would immediately have been able to rescue the
judge from the horns of his dilemma. It is not known what
action, if any, was taken, but the display in question did
not win a top award. Incidentally, the judge mentioned
happens to be a highly respected authority in the category
of U.S. coins. The American Numismatic Association
provides, as its annual convention display competition, a
separate classification for obsolete paper money. This, of
course, is the way it should be, and ought to prove to be a
great encouragement to the prospective exhibitors of
uncurrent notes. The author knows of only one state
association which followed this procedure at one time, but
it does so no longer. There are a number of reasons why
obsolete currency should not be judged against the same
criteria as those applied to notes issued by the United
States government. These reasons include differences in
manufacturing methods, materials, age, etc., which make
the two types of currency incompatible.
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NEW INFORMATION AVAILABLE
In years past, the owner of an obsolete note with which

he was not familiar, and which had not been listed by D.C.
Wismer, had two courses of action open to him: He could
busy himself by doing his own research, in the
accomplishment of which he was quite likely to be
unsuccessful; or he could continue onward in a state of
blissful ignorance. Original research can be both difficult
and time-consuming, and most collectors just do not
possess the stamina for it. So, knowledge concerning
obsolete currency has remained, for many years, at the level
to which it had been raised by D.C. Wismer, the late
authority and pioneer researcher whose works are classic
references today.

Then, in the early sixties, the Society of Paper Money
Collectors was formed. Long-time obsolete currency
specialists such as Fred Marckhoff of Elgin, Illinois, hailed
the new society as the savior of the collectors of uncurrent
notes. The Society does publish an excellent magazine and,
from its inception, has included therein a great many very
fine artieles on obsolete paper.

Also commenced in early 1964 was the Wismer Revision
project, a monumental task which, when and if completed,
will present in book form every known obsolete note issued
in every state. A remarkable beginning has been made, with
bound volumes available covering the states of Florida,
Nebraska, Texas, Minnesota, and Vermont, with several
others expected to appear soon. Necessarily smaller listings,
which have been decreed by the Society not to be
important enough to warrant being published as separate
volumes, have been printed in this journal, originally a
quarterly, but now appearing bimonthly. These listings are
limited to Inidan-Territory-Oklahoma, California, Kansas,
and Montana. Other publications of importance are "State
Bank Notes of Michigan" by Harold L. Bowen; "The
Obsolete Paper Money of Virginia" by Charles J. Affleck
and, last but not least, the well-known volume entitled
"North American Currency" by Col. Grover Criswell,
whose earlier works on Confederate currency and bonds
have achieved wide acclaim.

Thus, it will be seen that the often-quoted excuse of lack
of information, which has caused collectors to shun the
obsoletes, is no longer valid, if, indeed, it ever was. The task
of revising the Wismer listings, where they existed, and of
completely preparing catalogs where they did not, has been
undertaken by a group of dedicated specialists on a
voluntary basis; their only reward being the satisfaction of a
task well done. The completion of the five volumes and the
four magazine listings just mentioned has not resulted,
however, in a mad rush by collectors eager to acquire these
notes. A modest increase in demand, (and price) for the
notes of the states whose listings have been completed may
exist, but no great influx of people into the field has yet
been noted.

SELLING OBSOLETE CURRENCY
While several methods exist for the disposal of a

collection of uncurrent notes, the auction sale is considered
by many to be the preferred means, when the time comes
to sell. Selling an entire collection intact to a dealer or
collector is seldom advisable; neither is breaking it up and
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selling it piece-meal, unless the owner knows definitely that
a buyer is available for each and every note. The piece-meal
method will indeed move the rarities, but the common
material will very likely remain unsold. Selling a collection
intact results, in many cases, in the owner being forced to
accept a ridiculously low offer, in order to move the
material. A classic example comes to mind of a large general
collection of obsoletes, which contained many
"scrumptious" rarities, being sold at a low figure by the
surviving family of a deceased collector, merely because the
disposal would be quickly effected; no research or study
would be required, and quick cash would be obtained. Most
collectors of obsolete notes now specialize in one or more
of the "by-ways" and prefer, it seems to buy their notes at
auction. However, should the owner choose this method of
disposal, he must be certain to give full and complete
descriptions to the cataloger, so that his listings will be
readily understood and identification will be easy. One can
say that the description is almost as important as the note
itself.

SUMMARY
In summary, the writer has attempted to set forth the

benefits and pleasures to be gained by those who collect
and study obsolete notes, and to exorcise all of the
imaginary demons and bugbears which have plagued this
segment of numismatics for so long. In years to come, when
these notes have risen to their rightful height in the
numismatic firmament, the great majority of them will not
be obtainable at any price. Due to the cycles of popularity
through which all numismatic material passes, it can only
be a matter of time until obsolete currency achieves the
popularity which it so richly deserves, so why not secure a
few of these classic pieces while they are still available?
They will probably never be cheaper.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Since this article was written the book
"New Jersey's Paper Money" authored by George W. Wait,
has been published by the Newark Museum.

YOUNG PRINCE OF WALES
Appealing portrait of youthful Prince of Wales is

featured on this Jan. 1, 1910 $5 Imperial Bank of Canada
note which appeared in the recent Charlton Auctions'
CAND sale. Even with a trimmed upper right margin, the
VF note drew a bid of $360 against a $150 estimate.
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